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HERE ARE TIPS TO HELP YOU PAUSE, GET PERSPECTIVE AND SHOW UP AS
THE PARENT YOU KNOW YOUR TEEN WANTS AND NEEDS

STOP

and pause outside distractions.

Breath deeply.
Go to a room to be alone if needed.
Really - you have to start here.

Tell yourself exactly the
Mad?

Write
Ex.

Disappointed?

emotion

you are feeling.

Angry?

Scared?

down exactly what you are thinking.

They aren't trying hard enough.

Why aren't they turning in their work.
They are lazy.
They'll never get into a good college.

Get Curious.
What are all the reasons why the grade could be
what it is?
What

don't you know

about the situation?

(Remember you don't know what the child and
teacher have discussed about turning in late work.)
Am I

making a bigger deal

Is this your problem?
Ask yourself if ultimately this grade is
YOUR problem or your TEEN'S problem.
(They really like being able to solve their
own problems!)

out of this than needed?
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from the report.

improvements have been made?

everything good,

OVER

What

Highlight

even the slightest changes.

You will be surprised how many positives your
brain overlooks because it automatically
focuses in on the bad.

Decide if

anything positive

will come from

discussing the grades with your teen.
You always have the choice to remain silent.

When you do

discuss

the grades with your teen

Find a time when you and they are

calm.

Meet with them without siblings.
Mention all of the positives first.

DO NOT make accusations or use
assumptions. They will shut down.

LISTEN MORE THAN TALK!
Open-Ended Discussion Prompts with Teen:
Can you help me understand...
I'm curious about...
What would you like me to know that isn't reflected
here...
What are your thoughts and feelings about...
How can I help you...

A

FEW

QUESTIONS

TO

PONDER

What do I think

In 10 years how

about making

will I look back on

mistakes and

this grade?

"failures"?

Is it possible this
If I was my child,

grade represents

how would I want

my child doing

my parent to

their best right

respond?

now?

Does my child
Could I use this
opportunity to
share when I got
a bad grade?

know my love for
them isn't
dependent on
their grades?

Teens are dealing with a lot of emotional factors in life. Their anxiety and
stress grow if we send the message that we expect perfection or are
disappointed as they grow and develop.

A confident parent is the greatest gift to a teenager!
More tips at www.heidibenjaminsen.com

